Hero Arts – Hang in There – Card #1

Technique: Simple Copic coloring & stenciled background

Level: Beginner

TIME: around 20 minutes

STAMPS:
Hero Arts – Hang In There Combo (stamps and dies)

INKS:
Hero Arts Intense Black or Memento Tuxedo Black
(Both work well with alcohol markers)
Hero Arts:
Just Rust and Butter Bar

COPICS:
Greens: YG03, YG 17, YG 67
Browns: E11, E13, E17

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Jr Die Cutting Machine
Hang In There dies
SSS Foam Tape
Twine
1/4” scor tape
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Misti Stamping Tool

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hero Arts Dove White
4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
4 x 5-1/4 – top card front
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 - card front hearts
2-1/2 x 3-1/2 – stamp, color and cut out hanging plant

Hero Arts Faded Brick
Neenah Solar White 80#

DIRECTIONS:

Post It Note Tape (to hold stencil)
Life Changing Brushes
Score Pal Mini
Lawn Fawn Shammy

Hero Arts Scroll Work Stencil
Tim Holtz scissors
Silicone Bone Folder

1. Use the Misti stamping tool to stamp the image in black onto the Neenah Solar White 80# cardstock.
2. Use the Copic Markers to color the images.
3. Use the coordinating dies to cut out the images.
4. Place the stencil over the card front and hold it in place with Post It Note Tape.
5. Use the Life Changing brushes to add Just Rust and Butter Bar Hero Arts ink.
6. Remove the stencil and add more Butter Bar ink to tone down the white of the stencil.
7. Stamp the sentiment in black in the lower right portion of the card front.
8. Use Foam Tape to attach the art piece to the card front.
9. Add twine through the hanger on the art piece, pull it up and over to the back and secure.
10. Use the Scor Tape to attach the card front to the second card front and then to the white card base.
11. Clean stamps with the shammy.

**Happy Stamping**

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
Hero Arts Shadow Ink Pad
JUST RUST...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Hero Arts Shadow Ink Pad
BUTTER BAR...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Hero Arts Shadow Ink Pad
ANTIGUA AF373
[ SSS | AMZUS ]

Hero Arts Hybrid Ink Pad
AQUATIC AF339
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch MARKER E11
BARLEY BEIGE
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker E13
LIGHT SUNTAN...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker E17
REDDISH BRASS...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch MARKER G21
LIME GREEN
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker G94
GRAYISH OLIVE...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker BG45
NILE BLUE
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker BG53 ICE
MINT...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Marker REFILL BG57
JASPER...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]
Copic Sketch Marker YG03
YELLOW GREEN
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker YG17
GRASS GREEN...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Copic Sketch Marker YG67
MOSS Dark Green
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Picket Fence Studios LIFE
CHANGING...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

Hero Arts Hues Premium
Cardstock Pack...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]

PS326 Hero Hues Cardstock
Sampler...
[ HA ]

Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB
SMOOTH...
[ SSS | ELH | AMZUS ]